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Abstract
Electromagnetic articulograph (EMA) provides movement data
of sensors attached to a few flesh points on different speech articulators including lips, jaw, and tongue while a subject speaks.
In this work, we quantify the amount of information these flesh
points provide about the vocal tract (VT) shape in the mid-sagittal
plane. VT shape is described by the air-tissue boundaries, which
are obtained manually from the recordings by real-time magnetic
resonance imaging (rtMRI) of a set of utterances spoken by a
subject, from whom the EMA recordings of the same set of utterances are also available. We propose a two-stage approach for
reconstructing the VT shape from the EMA data. The first stage
involves a co-registration of the EMA data with the VT shape
from the rtMRI frames. The second stage involves the estimation
of the air-tissue boundaries from the co-registered EMA points.
Co-registration is done by a spatio-temporal alignment of the VT
shapes from the rtMRI frames and EMA sensor data, while radial basis function (RBF) network is used for estimating the airtissue boundaries (ATBs). Experiments with the EMA and rtMRI
recordings of five sentences spoken by one male and one female
speakers show that the VT shape in the mid-sagittal plane can be
recovered from the EMA flesh points with an average reconstruction error of 2.55 mm and 2.75 mm respectively.
Index Terms: Electromagnetic articulography, real time magnetic resonance imaging, RBF network, dynamic programming

1. Introduction
The study of time-varying vocal tract (VT) shapes during speaking is of great interest in speech production research with a wide
range of applications including different accents learning [1], better understanding of speech production mechanism [2, 3, 4], and
emotion analysis [5]. In the recent past, several studies have been
carried out to understand the dynamics of VT shapes using different modalities such as X-Ray [6], Ultrasound [7] , Electropalatography [8], Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) [9] and realtime magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) [10]. These modalities
provide information about the time-varying VT shapes to different degrees. For example, rtMRI captures the complete view of
the articulatory dynamics in the mid-sagittal plane imaged at a
low temporal resolution [11]. The air-tissue boundaries (ATBs) in
the rtMRI images provide rich information about the VT shapes
while the subject speaks. On the other hand, EMA offers high
temporal resolution [12], although it provides the movement data
of only a few articulatory flesh points unlike the complete midsagittal view of rtMRI. In this work, we combine the complementary advantages of rtMRI and EMA data to reconstruct the timevarying VT shapes from the EMA data to quantify the information that the EMA sensors provide about ATBs. Several related

works in the literature have been restricted to the reconstruction
of tongue shapes from the EMA flesh points validated through
alternative modalities such as ultrasound [13, 14, 15]. For tongue
interpolation, linear [16, 17] and cubic [18] spline interpolation as
well as data-driven reconstruction methods [13, 19, 15, 20] with
varied number of flesh points have been reported. However, the
accuracy of reconstructing the entire VT shape (ATBs) from the
EMA flesh points remains to be investigated. Reconstructing the
VT shape from the EMA data is challenging mainly due to the
sparsity of the sensor points in the EMA recording.
In order to exploit the complementary nature of the rtMRI
and EMA data, a simultaneous recording of both the modalities
is desirable. However, a simultaneous recording of the articulatory movement using rtMRI and EMA remains infeasible due to
technological limitations. So, we use the databases where EMA
and rtMRI were recorded separately while multiple subjects are
speaking identical sentences during both the acquisitions. The
VT shape is represented by the ATBs in the rtMRI frames. Thus
the proposed reconstruction of the VT shapes from EMA flesh
points has two main steps – 1) co-registration of the VT shapes
from rtMRI with the flesh points of the EMA data, 2) interpolation of the registered EMA points to the complete VT shape.
Co-registration of the VT shapes from the rtMRI and the
EMA flesh points involves a spatio-temporal alignment. Spatiotemporal alignment algorithms have been used in various domains including multimedia [21] and medical imaging [22].
However, such alignment can not be readily applied to our multimodal data because of the difference in the spatio-temporal nature
of rtMRI and EMA data. JAATA proposed by Kim et al [23], is
an algorithm which addresses the spatio-temporal alignment of
the features from the rtMRI frames and EMA flesh point movement. However, JAATA does not align rtMRI and EMA data for
the best reconstruction of the vocal tract shape from sparse flesh
points. JAATA performs spatial alignment using the upper palate
trace in EMA and upper vocal airway surface in rtMRI. However,
this transformation will be highly sensitive to the coordinates of
the flesh points in the longitudinal direction since the upper palate
has a smaller variation of position in the longitudinal coordinate
axis as compared to the orthogonal mid-sagittal coordinate axis.
The temporal alignment in JAATA can not be directly applied to
the present work since the EMA flesh points have to be temporally aligned with optimal points on the ATBs.
In this paper, we have proposed a novel spatio-temporal
alignment between the EMA flesh points and points of the ATBs
in the rtMRI frames. The proposed method is based on the assumption that the optimal points on the rtMRI frame boundaries
are affine transformation of the EMA flesh points in the midsagittal plane. This assumption holds good because both the
boundaries in the rtMRI frame and the EMA sensor locations

would correspond to the morphology of a subject, recorded using
each of these modalities. The spatial alignment determines the
affine transformation parameters as well as the optimal points on
the ATBs in the rtMRI frames. For temporal alignment, dynamic
programming is used to correlate EMA frames optimally with
the rtMRI frames using minimum mean squared error criterion.
The affine transformed EMA flesh points are used to estimate the
ATBs using Radial Basis Function (RBF) network. Experiments
with the multi-modal data of one male and one female subject
from USC-TIMIT [12] corpus reveal that the ATBs in the midsagittal plane can be reconstructed from the EMA flesh points to
an accuracy of 2.55 mm and 2.75 mm respectively.

Similarly, parts of C2 construct the lower ATB. Since EMA sensors are placed on UL, LL, LI and tongue (as shown in Figure
1(a)), it does not provide any information about C3. Hence, in
this work, we reconstruct the moving parts of C1 and C2 from
the EMA sensor data. Both the co-registration and RBF network
based reconstruction are described in the following sub-sections.
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2. Dataset
USC TIMIT [12] is a collection of MRI-TIMIT and EMA TIMIT.
MRI TIMIT provides the recordings of rtMRI image sequences
of the mid-sagittal upper airway imaged at 23.18 frame/sec having a spatial resolution of 68 × 68 pixels (2.9 mm × 2.9 mm)
with synchronized audio at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.
EMA TIMIT provides the 3-D movement data of six flesh points
namely tongue tip (TT), tongue blade (TB), tongue dorsum (TD),
upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL), and lower incisor (LI) (as shown
in Figure 1(a)) at a rate of 100 Hz with synchronous audio at 16
kHz. Both the MRI TIMIT and EMA TIMIT correspond to the
same 460 sentences from MOCHA TIMIT corpus [24] recorded
from the same subjects but at different times. A hidden Markov
model (HMM) toolkit (HTK) [25] based time aligned phonetic
transcription provides the phonetic boundaries in both recordings.
The experiments in this paper are performed on the recordings of
five sentences each from a Male subject (M1) and a Female subject (F1) of native American English from USC TIMIT. These
correspond to 540 and 474 rtMRI frames for M1 and F1 respectively. The corresponding number of samples in the EMA data
is 1821 and 1774 respectively. We use the Entropy of phonemes
as a measure to rank sentences in the entire corpus based on their
phonetic richness. The selected sentences in this work are the top
five sentences from the ranked list.
The ATBs in the rtMRI frames are manually traced using
a MATLAB based GUI. A sample rtMRI frame with manually drawn ATBs are shown in Figure 1(b). Since the ATBs in
the mid-sagittal plane are reconstructed from EMA data, the 2dimensional (X and Y) coordinates of the EMA sensor locations
in the mid-sagittal plane are considered.

3. Estimation of ATBs from EMA points
Reconstruction of the ATBs from the EMA sensor data consists
of two steps. At first the EMA sensor locations are transformed
to the coordinates of the rtMRI frame by an affine transformation.
Then the ATBs are estimated from these transformed EMA points
using a RBF network. The affine transformation and the RBF network parameters are calculated using the manually drawn ATBs
on the frames of the rtMRI recordings and the sensor data from
the EMA recordings of an identical set of sentences spoken by
the same subject.
The ATBs in an rtMRI frame are divided into three major
segments as shown in Figure 1(b) – 1) C1: nose, UL, hard and
soft palate, velum, 2) C2: jaw, LL, LI, tongue, epiglottis and 3)
C3: pharyngeal wall, glottis. Part of C1 and C2 (indicated by
thick blue and red contours in Figure 1(b)) vary across rtMRI
frames as the subject speaks; however, except glottis (thick black
contour in Figure 1(b)), C3 typically remains fixed. Parts of C1
and C3 together represents the upper ATB of the vocal tract tube.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of EMA sensor locations and manually drawn ATBs in a rtMRI frame
3.1. Co-registration of the EMA data and ATBs in the rtMRI
The recordings of rtMRI and EMA are done separately although
the same subject speaks an identical set of sentences in both
recording setups. Thus, the duration of each sentence recorded
in both the setups is not identical. Consequently, the articulatory
movements in the rtMRI and EMA recordings are not synchronized even for the same sentence. On the other hand, the spatial
resolution of the rtMRI is different from that of the EMA recording. The EMA sensors also may not be placed exactly in the plane
corresponding to the rtMRI scan. Hence, the rtMRI and EMA
recordings will be neither temporally nor spatially aligned. In order to align the EMA sensor data to the manually drawn ATBs in
the rtMRI frames, we perform a joint spatio-temporal alignment
between the two.
Suppose the moving parts of C1 of the m-th (1 ≤ m ≤
M ) rtMRI frame in the training data is defined as C 1,m =
1
{[Cx1,m (n) Cy1,m (n)]T , 1 ≤ n ≤ Nm
} (as shown in Figure
1
1(b)), where Nm is the number of points on the manually drawn
C1 in the m-th frame and C 1,m (n) = [Cx1,m (n) Cy1,m (n)]T
denotes the X,Y coordinates (in mm) of the n-th point in
the m-th rtMRI frame. Similarly C2 is defined as C 2,m =
2
{[Cx2,m (n) Cy2,m (n)]T , 1 ≤ n ≤ Nm
} (as shown in Figure 1(b)). M denotes the total number of rtMRI frames corresponding to a set of sentences in the training data. Let ξ S (r) =
{[xS (r) y S (r)]T , 1 ≤ r ≤ R} denotes the X,Y coordinates
(in mm) of an EMA sensor S ∈ Γ = {UL,LL,LI,TT,TB,TD}
at the r-th sample where R is the total number of samples of
EMA data when the same set of training sentences are recorded
using EMA. Frame rate of EMA is higher than that of rtMRI and,
hence, R > M .
EMA sensors are placed on the articulators in the mid-sagittal
plane. Hence, we assume that six points on the ATBs (one on C1
and five on C2) correspond to the EMA sensor location except
for an affine transformation which can be obtained by a spatial
alignment. However, as R > M , a temporal alignment between
(C 1,m , C 2,m , 1 ≤ m ≤ M ) and ξ S (r), 1 ≤ r ≤ R} is required to select a subset of R EMA samples which, when affinely
transformed, best matches (in Euclidean sense) with the six selected points on the ATBs on the M rtMRI frames. We propose
a joint spatio-temporal alignment for this purpose. Let the affine
transformation parameters be denoted by A and b, i.e., with affine
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transformation we obtain ξˆ (r) = Aξ S (r) + b. The goal of the
spatio-temporal alignment is to obtain M samples from R EMA
samples and six points on C1 and C2 such that the Euclidean distance between the selected six points and the affinely transformed
sensor locations from the selected EMA samples is minimum as
follows:
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|| · ||22 is the L2 norm of a vector. {rm , 1 ≤ m ≤ M } are
the M sample indices, where rm -th EMA sample corresponds to
the m-th rtMRI frame. Since the rtMRI frames are temporally
ordered, it is required to have r1 < r2 < · · · < rM . nS is the
index of a point on an ATB corresponding to the EMA sensor S.
nU L is the index of a point on C1 since UL is on the upper ATB.
The remaining indices nS , S ∈ Γ \ {U L} are for the points on
C2. Since LL, LI, TT, TB, TD are spatially ordered on C2, it is
required to have nLL < nLI < nT T < nT B < nT D . Note
that the objective function (eqn (1)) is not a convex function of
the optimization parameters except for A and b. Thus, in general,
no closed form solution of eqn (1) is possible. We propose to
minimize the objective function in an iterative fashion.
In every iteration (i), we use linear regression to solve Ai , bi
i−1
using {rm
} and {ni−1
S } from the (i-1)-th iteration. Similarly,
i}
i
{rm and {nS } are solved using Ai , bi . This is done by formulating the minimization problem using dynamic programming. This
ensures that the objective function value decreases in every iteration as follows:
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(2) The ATBs are estimated from the EMA data for M1 and F1 sep-
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of the m-th rtMRI frame which is closest to the affinely transformed EMA sensor location of the r-th sample as follows:
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where nLL < nLI < nT T < nT B < nT D , which is solve
by using a dynamic programming formulation. This, in turn, provides the cost of aligning r-th EMA sample with the m-th rtMRI
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≤ M } can be solved by a dynamic programming technique, where the cumulative cost ζ̄ r,m of aligning
r-the EMA sample with the m-th rtMRI frame can be computed
recursively as follows:

π r,m


ζ̄ r,m = min ζ̄ ρ,m + ζ r,m
1≤ρ<r

= arg min ζ̄ ρ,m + ζ r,m , ∀m, r

We follow the RBF network-based predictive model used by Qin
et al [15] to estimate the ATBs from the affinely transformed
EMA sensor locations. We estimate the moving parts of C1 and
C2 separately from the respective transformed EMA data. Since
C1 and C2 are manually drawn, the number of points on these
boundaries varies across rtMRI frames. For training the RBF network, we resample C1 and C2 in all rtMRI frames into a fixed set
of NC1 and NC2 equally spaced points. Since the velum location
is not available in the EMA data, we manually mark the velum in
every rtMRI frame and assume the marked velum point to be the
affinely transformed velum sensor location from EMA if it were
available.
For the description of RBF network based reconstruction of
the ATBs, let us assume there are K (K=1
 for C1 and K= 5 for
C2) transformed EMA points u ∈ R2K and corresponding P

(K=NC1 for C1 and K=NC2 for C2) ATB points v ∈ R2P .
Using RBF network, we predict v from u using a mapping function f (u) = v that is estimated from the training set. f is
represented using RBF network: f (u) = WΦ(u), where the
weight matrix W2P ×Q , where Q is the number of Gaussian basis functions φi (u) = exp − 21 k(u − µi )/σk2 with center µi
and spread σ. µi are learn from training data using vector quantization, and W is estimated by solving a linear least-squares problem.
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arately in a leave-one-sentence-out cross-validation setup. Four
sentences are used for training the affine transformation as well
as RBF network parameters while the EMA data of the test sentence is used for evaluation. A block diagram of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 2. For the RBF prediction, we have chosen NC1 =300 and NC2 =500. Q is set to the number of rtMRI
frames in the training set. σ is set to 64. For the spatio-temporal
alignment, A and b is initialized as a 2 × 2 identity matrix and a
zero vector respectively.
Since there is no ground truth ATBs corresponding to the test
EMA samples, we perform a co-registration between the ATBs
from rtMRI and EMA sensor locations for the test sentence. The
EMA samples aligned with the test rtMRI frames are finally used
to estimate the ATBs, which are evaluated against the manually
drawn ATBs from the test rtMRI frames. In order to compare
the original manually drawn ATBs with the estimated ones, dynamic time warping (DTW) [26] is used to spatially align both of
them and the root mean squared error (RMSE) is reported on the
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where πζ r,m is the backtracking pointer
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to trace back the best path resulting in rm
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Figure 2: Experimental Setup

C1 and C2 separately. Note that, before DTW, the reconstructed
1
2
ATBs in the m-th frame are resampled to Nm
and Nm
equally
spaced points. We also report RMSE of the reconstructed ATBs
in three segments for both C1 (UL (S1), hard palate (S2) and
velum (S3)) and C2 (LL and jaw (S1), tongue (S2) and epiglottis (S3)) in order to examine the quality of reconstruction of the
VT shape in articulator specific manner. The segment boundaries
are illustrated by solid squares in Figure 1(b). As a baseline for
comparison with RBF network, we have used spline interpolation
technique.
4.2. Results and Discussions
Figure 3 illustrates the result of spatio-temporal alignment for
four different phonetic frames, namely /b/, /k/, /d/ and /s/.
Close match between the affinely transformed EMA points (blue
cross) and selected points from manually drawn ATBs (red circle)
indicates a good quality spatio-temporal alignment in different
frames corresponding to various phonemes which requires different style of articulation. This also suggests that an affine transformation between the rtMRI and EMA coordinates represents their
relationship well.

Figure 3: Illustration of the spatio-temporal alignment of the
manually drawn ATBs with EMA sensors for frames corresponding to four different phonemes for each subject (F1 and M1).
Figure 4 illustrates the reconstructed ATBs (both C1 and C2)
with the ground truth for different folds of both the subjects. Pink
crosses indicate the affinely transformed EMA points, which are
used for reconstructing the ATBs using RBF network. It should
be noted that the reconstructed ATB does not pass through the
pink crosses because the affinely transformed EMA points do
not exactly match with the points on the manually drawn ATBs,
which are used for training RBF network. It is clear from Figure
4 that the reconstructed ATBs closely match with the manually
drawn ATBs although there are few regions where both do not
match exactly. For example, in Fold5 for F1, the reconstructed
velum does not match with the ground truth from rtMRI. Similarly in Fold2 for F1 and Fold3 for M1, the reconstructed epiglottis does not match with the ground truth.
Table 1: Average RMSE (in mm) in different segments (C1-S1,
C1-S2, C1-S3) of the reconstructed ATBs for C1 using RBF network for both subjects.
Subject
C1-S1
C1-S2
C1-S3
F1
2.51 (±0.64) 2.62 (±0.65) 3.1 (±0.53)
M1
3.23 (±0.57) 3.48 (±0.61) 3.38 (±0.66)
In order to obtain a quantitative measure of the quality of
reconstruction, we report the RMSE values for individual ATB
and their respective segments. For C1, the RBF network based
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Figure 4: Comparison of the manual (red) and automatically reconstructed (blue) ATBs. One frame from each fold is shown
for illustration for both subjects. A? and b? for each fold are
shown in the respective plots indicating a consistency in their values across folds and subjects.
Table 2: Average RMSE (in mm) in different segments (C2-S1,
C2-S2, C2-S3) of the reconstructed ATBs for C2 using RBF network for both subjects.
Subject
C2-S1
C2-S2
C2-S3
F1
2.43 (±0.61) 2.46 (±0.64) 2.43 (±0.63)
M1
3.1 (±0.57) 3.04 (±0.55) 3.02 (±0.56)
reconstruction results in average RMSE values of 2.4(±0.9) mm
and 2.2(±0.6) mm for F1 and M1 respectively. These are significantly lower than those obtained by baseline scheme, 25.8(±3.8)
mm and 30.9(±2.9) mm. This is true for C2 too. The average
RMSE values obtained by RBF network are 2.7(±0.7) mm and
3.3(±0.5) mm for F1 and M1 respectively while those for the
baseline scheme are 23.7(±3.7) mm and 33.9(±5.2)mm. We find
that, on average, the RMSE for C2 is lower than that for C1 for
both F1 and M1. This could be because C2 contains five sensor
points as opposed to one sensor point on C1. Table 1 and 2 provide average RMSE for three segments of C1 and C2 respectively
for both F1 and M1 only for RBF based reconstruction. It is seen
that the RMSE is similar across different segments indicating that
the reconstruction quality is similar across segments.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we quantify the information provided by EMA sensor locations about the ATBs in the mid-sagittal plane. The reconstruction of the ATBs are done using a two-stage approach.
The first stage involves a spatio-temporal alignment of the EMA
data with the ATBs from the rtMRI frames and the second stage
involves the estimation of the ATBs from the affine transformed
EMA points using RBF network. We find that the average RMSE
of the reconstructed ATBs varies from 2.4mm to 3.5mm for different articulatory regions for both the subjects considered for
experiment in this work. The RMSE (averaged over different
ATBs) are 2.55mm and 2.75mm for female and male subjects
respectively. Although five phonetically rich sentences are used
for the experiments in this study, manual ATBs of more sentences
are required to show robustness of the proposed technique. This
is part of our future work.
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